A flagellar A-kinase anchoring protein with two amphipathic helices forms a structural scaffold in the radial spoke complex
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A-kinase anchoring proteins (AKAPs) contain an amphipathic helix (AH) that binds the dimerization and docking (D/D) domain, RIIa, in cAMP-dependent protein kinase A (PKA). Many AKAPs were discovered solely based on the AH–RIIa interaction in vitro. An RIIa or a similar Dpy-30 domain is also present in numerous diverged molecules that are implicated in critical processes as diverse as flagellar beating, membrane trafficking, histone methylation, and stem cell differentiation, yet these molecules remain poorly characterized. Here we demonstrate that an AKAP, RSP3, forms a dimeric structural scaffold in the flagellar radial spoke complex, anchoring through two distinct AHs, the RIIa and Dpy-30 domains, in four non-PKA spoke proteins involved in the assembly and modulation of the complex. Interestingly, one AH can bind both RIIa and Dpy-30 domains in vitro. Thus, AHs and D/D domains constitute a versatile yet potentially promiscuous system for localizing various effector mechanisms. These results greatly expand the current concept about anchoring mechanisms and AKAPs.

Introduction

Many molecules involved in signal transduction are localized to specific subcellular compartments. The best example is cAMP-dependent PKA, a key effector for the cAMP signaling pathway. PKA holoenzyme is a tetramer composed of two catalytic subunits and two regulatory subunits. It is anchored to specific subcellular locations by a diverse array of A-kinase anchoring proteins (AKAPs; Welch et al., 2010). Aside from PKA, most AKAPs also anchor additional molecules involved in other signal transduction pathways (Klauck et al., 1996; Scott and Pawson, 2009). The multitude of molecular switches anchored by AKAPs inspires a widely accepted theory that AKAPs serve as signal transduction scaffolds localizing PKA, a critical enzyme of broad substrate specificity, near intended substrates and other signaling pathways. As such, AKAPs integrate synergistic or antagonistic pathways and enhance the spatial and temporal precision of phosphoregulation. Extensive evidence has shown that AKAP-mediated anchoring is critical for PKA-regulated cellular reactions, organ functions, and longevity (Greengard et al., 1991; Kammerer et al., 2003; Mauban et al., 2009).

The anchoring of PKA is mediated by the interaction between a 14–18-aa amphipathic helix (AH) in AKAPs and the dimer of RIIa, a 40-aa dimerization and docking (D/D) domain in the regulatory subunit RI or RII of PKA. This AH–RIIa interaction has been commonly used to discover AKAPs (Carr et al., 1991). Many molecules are designated as AKAPs if they bind RII in a blot overlay and if the binding can be specifically blocked by a high affinity RIIa-binding AH (AHR), like Ht-31 from AKAP–lymphoid blast crisis oncogene (Carr et al., 1992). However, accumulated evidence indicates that the AH–RIIa interaction is broader than simply anchoring PKA. First, the RIIa domain is present not only in PKA regulatory subunits but also in numerous diverged molecules that are implicated in critical processes as diverse as flagellar beating, membrane trafficking, histone methylation, and stem cell differentiation, yet these molecules remain poorly characterized. Here we demonstrate that an AKAP, RSP3, forms a dimeric structural scaffold in the flagellar radial spoke complex, anchoring through two distinct AHs, the RIIa and Dpy-30 domains, in four non-PKA spoke proteins involved in the assembly and modulation of the complex. Interestingly, one AH can bind both RIIa and Dpy-30 domains in vitro. Thus, AHs and D/D domains constitute a versatile yet potentially promiscuous system for localizing various effector mechanisms. These results greatly expand the current concept about anchoring mechanisms and AKAPs.
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proteins are functionally equivalent and the RII overlay assay can potentially reveal AKAPs that actually anchor non-PKA RIIa proteins. Second, the Dpy-30 domain that is present in over 200 proteins is similar in sequence and structure to RIIa (Rougé et al., 2001; Wang et al., 2009). Both Dpy-30 and RIIa are composed of an X-shaped bundle of two helix-loop-helix monomers (Fig. 1), but differ at the N terminus (Gold et al., 2006; Kinderman et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2009). Proteins with either a RIIa domain or a Dpy-30 domain are classified into two families within the RIIa clan in the Pfam database.

Emerging evidence shows that the non-PKA members in the RIIa clan are important for a wide range of functions distinct from PKA. For example, Dpy-30 protein, the namesake of the domain, is a small core subunit in Set1-like histone methyltransferase complexes in eukaryotic cells (Cho et al., 2007). It is dispensable for the enzymatic activity (Patel et al., 2009) but modulates H3K4 trimethylation (Jiang et al., 2011). A defective dpy-30 gene results in a dumpy body shape in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii flagella in Caenorhabditis elegans (Hsu and Meyer, 1994), whereas depletion of Dpy-30 transcripts blocks trans-Golgi trafficking (Xu et al., 2009) and neuronal differentiation of embryonic stem cells (Jiang et al., 2011). Despite the importance, the non-PKA RIIa clan members and their interacting partners remain poorly defined.

To elucidate the molecular interactions of these putative D/D domains and the functions that they may tether, we investigated the radial spoke (RS) complex in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii flagella that harbors an AKAP as revealed by the RII overlay (Gaillard et al., 2001) and four subunits with a RIIa domain or a Dpy-30 domain (Patel-King et al., 2004; Yang et al., 2006). The RS consists of a thin spoke stalk and an enlarged spoke head, nestled between outer doublet microtubules and the central pair (CP) apparatus in the 9 + 2 axoneme (Fig. 1). Diverse evidence suggests that the RS serves as a mechanical transducer, intermittently coupling the outer doublets and the CP to coordinate dynein motors that drive oscillatory beating (Warner and Satir, 1974; Omoto et al., 1999; Yang et al., 2008). Furthermore, the RS is involved in motility changes induced by second messengers and phosphorylation (Brokaw, 1987; Howard et al., 1994; Habermacher and Sale, 1996, 1997; Satir, 1999). The spoke AKAP RSP3 and the RS proteins (RSPs) with a putative D/D domain appear to be involved in these central functions and are exclusively located in the spoke stalk. RSP3 AKAP operates as a homodimer (Wirschsell et al., 2008). It is essential to the assembly of the entire complex and considered to be the base of the RS. The RIIa domain–containing RSP7 and RSP11 are located near the neck region underneath the spoke head. The prediction is based on RS deficiencies in RS mutants. Only a fraction of the 9 + 2 axoneme is depicted. The crystal structures of the RIIa and Dpy-30 domains were generated using PyMol (PDB accession numbers 1L6E [Morikis et al., 2002] and 3G36 [Wang et al., 2009]).

Figure 1. Predicted locations of RSP2 AKAP and the D/D domain–containing RSPs in the RS complex. RS is positioned between the microtubule outer doublet (left) and the CP (right). RSP3 dimer (orange circles) is thought to be the base of the RS. The RIIL domain–containing RSP7 and RSP11 are located toward the base, whereas the Dpy-30 domain–containing RSP2 and RSP23 are near the neck region underneath the spoke head. The prediction is based on RS deficiencies in RS mutants. Only a fraction of the 9 + 2 axoneme is depicted. The crystal structures of the RIIa and Dpy-30 domains were generated using PyMol (PDB accession numbers 1L6E [Morikis et al., 2002] and 3G36 [Wang et al., 2009]).

The observations raise multiple questions. Does RSP3 in vivo bind PKA’s RII as demonstrated in the overlay assay (Gaillard et al., 2001) or, instead, bind its neighboring RSPs with their RIIa domains? Which spoke protein interacts with the Dpy-30 domain? How are these four proteins with similar D/D domains localized to distinct positions within the same complex? How do these molecules contribute to the mechanism of the RS? The answers to these questions will help to elucidate cellular reactions that use the RIIa clan members, including the RS-mediated motility control, and may broaden the impact from the discoveries of AKAPs beyond the realm of PKA. We postulate that the core of the spoke stalk is entirely composed of an RSP3 dimer that then directly anchors the RIIa and Dpy-30 domains in the four RIIa clan RSPs to form a rigid backbone for mechanical coupling. To test this, we generated a panel of RSP3 truncation mutants in conjunction with in vitro experiments. The combined approaches revealed two similar but discrete AHs in RSP3 for anchoring the RIIa and Dpy-30 domain. These D/D domains in turn tether the effector modules that mediate the assembly and modulation of the RS. Interestingly, in vitro, the Dpy-30 domain exhibited cross-reactivity for the AH$_b$ but the RIIa domain did not cross react with the Dpy-30–binding AH. These findings reveal that a single mechanism of unexpected versatility and promiscuity localizes distinct non-PKA effectors to specific microcompartments, bestowing the
morphism and mechanisms central to this motility-regulating complex. This principle is expected to be applicable to the other RIIa clan members and their anchoring proteins.

Results

Prediction of the RIIa clan anchoring protein in the RS

Based on electron micrographs of beating cilia, it was predicted that RSs are rigid in order to mechanically couple the mobile CP and outer doublets intermittently at a high frequency (Warner and Satir, 1974). We reason that a RS with all four RIIa clan members docking to the same core protein extending throughout the complex may have higher rigidity than a RS made from a chain of consecutive individual RIIa clan members. The core molecule should be filamentous and long enough to span the distance from the outer doublets to the CP. Furthermore, it should be evolutionarily conserved, as the dimension of typical 9 + 2 axonemes is similar (Mastronarde et al., 1992). The conserved 160-aa helix from AH_R to Coil 2 will be ~24 nm long, if each turn of the helix contains 3.6 aa and if the helix is 0.54 nm long (Pauling et al., 1951). Together, the conserved 320-aa region, with 12–20-nm LC8–RSP31–160 complex and 24-nm RSP3160–320 dimeric coiled coil, is sufficient to extend throughout the stalk of the 38–41-nm RS (Yang et al., 2001; Nicastro et al., 2005; Pigino et al., 2011). Thus, we postulate that the dimer of the conserved 320-aa region in RSP3 (Fig. 2 C, black and gray wires) forms the core of the RS, with binding sites not only for the axoneme (Diener et al., 1993) and the RIIa domains (yellow and orange circles; Gaillard et al., 2001) but also for Dpy-30 domains (blue circles) and possibly the spoke head (gray oval disk). The RIIA and Dpy-30 domains tether to four types of effector mechanisms—armadillo (ARM) repeats (Fig. 2 C, ARM in RSP8, which is reduced in RSP11 mutant), calcium-binding motifs (Ca in RSP7), nucleoside diphosphate kinase (NDK in RSP23) domain, and coiled coils (blue bars in RSP2).

RSP3 truncation mutagenesis reveals the binding region for the RIIa domain and its tethered moieties

This model explains the observation that although mutations in RSP3’s AH_R abrogate the interaction of RSP3 with RII in an overlay assay (Gaillard et al., 2001), the same mutations did not perturb the assembly of the RIIa domain–containing proteins RSP7 and RSP11 into the RS (Gaillard et al., 2006). RSP7 and RSP11 may engage in multiple interactions, directly or indirectly, with RSP3 (Fig. 2 C) and hence a perturbation in the AH_R–RIIa interaction alone is insufficient to prevent their assembly. If the model is correct, deletion of all involved sequences in RSP3 will result in an axoneme devoid of these two RIIa-containing molecules and possibly their associated molecules, such as RSP8 with ARM repeats that are known to promote protein–protein interactions. In contrast, retention of the
AH₈ alone will be sufficient for the assembly of some, if not all, of these molecules.

To test this, we first created two complementary deletion strains guided by the predicted modular regions: the 1–178 strain that terminates at the end of the AH₈ and the Δ1 strain that lacks Coil 1 (aa 171–244) and, as a consequence, is missing part of the AH₉ (Fig. 2). The third strain, Δ2, which lacks the small Coil 2 (aa 316–354), and wild-type (WT) strain served as controls. All polypeptides retained the axonemal binding region at the first 80 aa so that they could be assembled into the axoneme. The C terminus of all RSP3 polypeptides was tagged with three HA epitopes and 12 His residues for detection, semiquantitative comparison, and protection of the truncated free end.

All of the deletion constructs were modified from a plasmid carrying the WT RSP3 genomic DNA. An antibiotic-resistant cassette was inserted into each plasmid to aid the selection of C. reinhardtii clones carrying the transgene. The intact and deletion constructs were transformed individually into the RSP3 mutant pf14 in which a premature stop codon is inserted in the RSP3 genomic region. Coiled-coil RSP8 and RSP7 were absent (Fig. 3). Therefore, the region up to AH₈ is sufficient to anchor the two non-PKA RIIa proteins. Note that 1–178 axonemes (Fig. 3, arrowhead) contained less RSP8 than the WT control, like the axoneme of the RSP11 mutant pf25 (Yang et al., 2006). The RSP8 deficiency in strains defective in RSP3 (Table 1) supports the prediction that RSP11 and RSP8 form a trimeric complex with RSP3 (Fig. 2 C). Furthermore, the fact that Dpy-30 domain–containing RSP2 and RSP3 are absent in the 1–178 strain but present in the Δ1 and Δ2 strains suggests that the Dpy-30 domain binding site is located between coils 1 and 2, i.e., aa 244, 269, and 316, respectively. As expected, all clones in the 1–244 and 1–269 groups were paralyzed (Table 1), whereas ~40% of the clones in the 1–316 group that lacks Coil 2 and the downstream sequence contained swimmers, just like the Δ2 group that lacks Coil 2 only. This further confirms that the less conserved Coil 2 region is dispensable, albeit dispensable, to flagellar beating. Preliminary Western blots of flagella from selected clones identified RSP3 (HA)-positive clones. The axonemes from these clones were subjected to detailed Western blot analysis.

RSP3’s helical region associates with Dpy-30 domain-containing proteins

To identify those clones with tagged RSP3 present in the axoneme, HA Western blots were conducted on crude flagella preparations made from at least 10 clones randomly selected from the paralyzed Δ1 and 1–178 groups and from the motile clones in the Δ2 group. Axonemes, purified from the positive clones (Table 1), were then probed for HA and representative RSPs (Fig. 3). The amount of RSP3 variants and WT RSP3-HAHAHis appeared similar. The axonemes from the Δ1 strain that was missing Coil 1 (aa 171–244) and part of the AH₉ (aa 161–178) in RSP3 lacked both the RIIa-containing RSP7 and RSP11, as well as the ARM repeat protein RSP8 as expected (Fig. 3, arrows, compare blots on the left and prediction on the right), whereas the more distally located proteins in the spoke head and neck region, including the Dpy-30 domain–containing RSPs, were present. This result confirms that the RS is not composed of a string of consecutive RSPs. RSP16, the spoke HSP40, was drastically reduced in the axoneme of the RSP2 mutant (Huang et al., 1981; Yang et al., 2008) and was absent in the Δ1 axoneme (Fig. 3, dot) despite the presence of RSP2. The HSP40 deficiency in mutants either defective in RSP2 or RSP3’s Cot 1 suggests that HSP40 interacts with both RSP2 and RSP3. For the 1–178 axonemes, in which the RSP3 fragment was terminated immediately after the AH₈ (aa 161–178), both RSP7 and RSP11 were present, but the head proteins (RSP1, RSP4, and RSP6) and neck proteins (RSP2, RSP23, and RSP16) were absent (Fig. 3). Therefore, the region up to AH₈ is sufficient to anchor the two non-PKA RIIa proteins.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>Observed</th>
<th>Motile</th>
<th>Flagella preparation</th>
<th>HA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Δ1</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ2</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1–178</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1–244</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1–269</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1–316</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Single colonies of antibiotic-resistant transformants were randomly picked and re-streaked on agar plates. A fraction of each colony was resuspended in water or media for light microscopy. The crude flagella preparation was made from a plate of clones randomly selected from the group of Δ1, 1–178, 1–244, and 1–269 that were 100% paralyzed; or from the clones with swimmers from the group of Δ2 and 1–316. The samples were then assessed by HA Western blots. Recorded in each column is the colony number.

*The number of colonies that contained swimmers. The percentage of swimmers from each clone varied. The swimmers could not maintain linear trajectory and their flagella had a higher rate of asynchrony than WT cells.

The flagella quantity from each crude preparation for HA Western blots varied, affected by the population of flagellated cells and the deflagellation level.

Table 1. Screening of RSP3 truncation mutants
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in the head-neck assembly and in anchoring the Dpy-30 domain is within aa 269–316 in RSP3. For the 1–244 and 1–269 strains that retain both 33 and Coil 1, the axoneme had RIIa domain–containing RSP7 and RSP11 as well as the

The axonemes from the paralyzed 1–244 and 1–269 strains resembled 1–178 axonemes, lacking the neck proteins (RSP2, RSP23, and RSP16) and the head proteins (RSP1, RSP4, and RSP6; Fig. 4). This suggests that the region involved

Figure 3. Deletions around the Coil 1 region resulted in the deficiencies in RIIa domain–dependent assembly. Representative Western blots of axonemes (left) from WT and the RSP3 strains defective in the region around coiled coils (right) were probed for relevant RSPs as indicated. RIIa proteins (RSP7 and RSP11) and the ARM protein (RSP8) were missing in the Δ1 strain (arrows) in which half of the AHb was truncated. RSP16, whose assembly required RSP2, was also absent (dot). These proteins appeared normal in Δ2 axoneme. The 1–178 axonemes that retained RSP3 sequence up to the AHb lacked all the proteins in the spoke head and spoke neck but contained RIIa proteins (RSP7 and RSP11). Note that RSP8 was less abundant (arrowhead). The spokeless pf14 was the negative control. IC140, an inner dynein arm subunit, indicated the protein load.

Figure 4. Deletions between the first two coils resulted in the deficiencies in Dpy-30 domain–dependent assembly. Western blots of axonemes (left) extracted from WT and three mutants with different truncations distal to Coil 1 (right) were probed for relevant RSPs as indicated. 1–244 strain and 1–269 strain lacked the spoke head and neck proteins including RSP2 and RSP16 and the two Dpy-30 domain–containing RSP2 and RSP23. The other spoke proteins appeared reduced because of less abundant 1–244 and 1–269 polypeptides. These proteins were present in 1–316 strain but the spoke head proteins were less abundant (arrowheads) than that in the WT control. The intensity of the 1–316 RSP3 band appeared lower than expected because of the interference of co-migrating tubulins in antibody binding.
ARM repeat protein RSP8, consistent with the prediction that the mutually interacting RSP11 and RSP8 bind to AHs and Coil 1. The 1–316 axonemes, in which RSP3 lacks both Coil 2 and 3, were similar to Δ2 axonemes, in which all RSPs were present (compare Figs. 3 and 4) except that the head proteins (RSP1, RSP4, and RSP6) were drastically reduced (Fig. 4, arrowheads). Consistent with this, fewer cells expressing 1–316 swam in stationary phase cultures (axonemes were harvested from stationary phase cultures) than in the suspension from fresh plates or the log phase culture. This media effect on the motility level and assembly was noted previously in two spoke mutants (Yang and Yang, 2006; Wei et al., 2010). The head proteins only in the Δ1 axonemes but not 1–178 axonemes exhibited an enlarged head (Fig. 6 A, bottom), consistent with the proposed model (Fig. 6 B) and the presence of head proteins only in the Δ1 axonemes (Fig. 4). The RSs are the longest in the WT and the shortest in 1–178, which has the shortest RSP3 polypeptide (Fig. 6 C). The CP shifted laterally in ~92% of Δ1 images and ~69% of 1–178 images (Table 2). The higher incidence of shifted CP in Δ1 axonemes despite their longer RSs than in 178 axonemes is consistent with the predicted interaction of the CP and the spoke head that is only present in Δ1 dwarf RSs (Warner and Satir, 1974) and may pull the CP away from the center.

**Identification of the Dpy-30 domain binding site in RSP3**

Based on the phenotypes of RSP3 transgenic strains (Fig. 4), an in vitro approach was taken to test that RSP3269–316 contains a Dpy-30 domain binding site. AHs are 14–18 aa long. Some of AHs are clearly composed of ΦXXX repeats in which the first two residues are hydrophobic residues (Φ) positioned to interact with complementary residues at the binding grooves of the RIiA domain (Burns-Hamuro et al., 2003; Kinderman et al., 2006; Sarma et al., 2010), whereas for the other AHs the repeats are not as evident (Gaillard et al., 2001; Gold et al., 2006). Typical ΦXXX repeats were noted within the Dpy-30 binding fragment in BIG1 at the trans-Golgi network but were not tested (Xia et al., 2010). For RSP3269–316, typical and degenerate ΦXXX repeats are present throughout this region, thus the precise Dpy-30 binding site was determined objectively by nickel–nitritolactiatic acid (Ni-NTA) pulldown. As a control, the His-tagged RIiA domain from RSP7 was coexpressed with the
Comparing the RIIa clan domains and their binding sequences

We compared RSP3291–308 with representative RIIa binding sequences (Fig. 8 A). As reported previously, typical and degenerate XX repeats (Fig. 8 A, left) are noticeable in the AH of AKAPs that bind PKA’s RI (RI-AKAP), RII (RII-AKAP), or both (D-AKAP2) and in AHR at RSP3160–178 and the equivalent region in RSP3 orthologues. Likewise the loosely defined repeats are present at RSP3291–308, the counterparts in RSP3 orthologues, and a helix within the Dpy-30 binding fragments in BIG1 (Xia et al., 2010) and in Ash2 (Fig. 8 A, right; South et al., 2010).

The experiments were further conducted on smaller segments within aa 269–316. GST-RSP3280–316 and GST-RSP3291–308, but not GST-RSP3280–306, were also pulled down by His–Dpy-30 (Fig. 7 E, left). This suggests that the Dpy-30 binding site is near the end of RSP3280–308. To ensure that the copurification occurs through the Dpy-30 domain rather than its flanking sequence, the same experiment was conducted with the Dpy-30 domain only (Dpy-3045–99; Wang et al., 2009). The results from the experiments using Dpy-30 domain alone or full-length Dpy-30 protein were similar (Fig. 7 E, right).

Based on the similar dimensions of the RIIa and Dpy-30 domains (Fig. 1), we tested if the Dpy-30 binding peptide is centered on the 18-aa helix at the aa 291–308 by mutating V300 in the middle of the region into P, a strategy used to study AHR (Carr et al., 1992; Gaillard et al., 2001). This V300P mutation abrogated the binding of RSP3280–316 to the full-length Dpy-30 and the Dpy-30 domain (Fig. 7 E, bottom). Together, these results strongly suggest that the Dpy-30 domain binding site is within the 18-aa RSP3291–308.

### Table 2. The incidence of lateral-shifted CP apparatus and the extent of deviation in electron micrograph of axonemes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strain</th>
<th>Percentage with shifted CP</th>
<th>Number with measurable shift</th>
<th>Percentage of the shift</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WT</td>
<td>3.7 (% n = 27)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ1</td>
<td>92 (% n = 38)</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>16.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1–178</td>
<td>69 (% n = 39)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>16.60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

n, the total number of cross-sectioned axoneme images that were visually inspected.

The percentage of axoneme cross sections in which the CP appeared shifting from the center by visual inspection.

The number of axoneme cross sections in which the lateral shift of the CP was significant enough to be measured.

Percentage of the shift was derived from the distance between the centers of two CP microtubules and the axoneme divided by the radius of the axoneme.
enriched at one side of the helix. Hence, the Dpy-30 binding helix in RSP3 is referred to here as AH_D. Despite the differences between the Dpy-30 domain and RIIa domains and their distinct locations in the RS (Fig. 1), both associate with AHs of similar amino acid patterns.

The similarity of AH_K and AH_D prompted us to align the crystal structures of the Dpy-30 domain and the complexes of AH_K from the dual-specific D-AKAP2 and the RIIa domain from the RI and RII subunit (Fig. 9; Kinderman et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2009; Sarma et al., 2010). The N terminus of both RI’s RIIa and Dpy-30 forms an α helix that contributes to a deep pocket for the AH (Fig. 9, A and B). In contrast, the N terminus of RII’s RIIa is a β strand that contributes to a shallower binding cleft (Fig. 9 D). The AH_K rests in the binding clefts from the two RIIa domains in a similar fashion except for a shift in helical register (Sarma et al., 2010). The binding pocket of the Dpy-30 domain bears close resemblance to both RIIa domains but more so to RI’s RIIa because of their common α helix at the N terminus. Nonetheless, all structures are highly similar (Fig. 9, C and F) and are able to accommodate AH_K (Fig. 9, compare B and E). Thus, with regards to tertiary structure, the RIIa and Dpy-30 domain are not as distinctive as their classification.

Dpy-30 binds AH_K in RSP3 in vitro

Based on the structural similarity, we tested for the cross-recognition of His-Dpy-30 and AH_K (GST-RSP3 96–180) and RSP7’s RIIa and AH_D (GST-RSP3 280–308) by the described Ni-NTA pulldown assay. His–Dpy-30 pulled down the mismatched AH_D (Fig. 10 B), whereas His-RIIa did not significantly pull down the mismatched AH_K (Fig. 10 A). Thus Dpy-30 that has a deep pocket from an additional α helix recognizes both AH_R and AH_D, whereas RSP7’s RIIa, as PKA’s RII, only binds RSP3’s AH_K (Gaillard et al., 2001). The pocket depth in D/D domains does not seem related to the specificity. Consistent with this, the less diverse AH partners of RI compared with RII that has a shallow AH-binding groove is attributed to the RI-unique disulfide bonds that restrict the flexibility of the additional α helix (Banky et al., 2003; Sarma et al., 2010). From the perspective of AHs, RSP3’s AH_K is analogous to a dual-specific AH_K that binds both RI and RII, whereas RSP3’s AH_D appears to be monospecific.

Discussion

A new RS model with dimeric RSP3 as a structural scaffold

The results from motility, biochemical, and morphological analyses consistently support the proposed model (Fig. 2 C). The two AH_Ks in a RSP3 dimer anchor the Dpy-30 domain present in RSP2 and RSP23. The nearby sequences in dimeric RSP3 and RSP2 further interact with each other and with the head components, leading to a Y-shaped spoke head, consistent with the Y-shaped images revealed by the recent cryomicroscopic studies (Pigino et al., 2011; Barber et al., 2012). As for RSP23, the Dpy-30 domain could tether the associated NDK to the RS complex for an unknown purpose. Based on the

Like AH_K in D-AKAP2 or at RSP3 160–178, RSP3 291–308 can be plotted into an AH by the Helical wheel program (Fig. 8 B) in which the hydrophobic residues (bold circled letters) are
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Based on the structural similarity, we tested for the cross-recognition of His-Dpy-30 and AH_K (GST-RSP3 96–180) and RSP7’s RIIa and AH_D (GST-RSP3 280–308) by the described Ni-NTA pulldown assay. His–Dpy-30 pulled down the mismatched AH_D (Fig. 10 B), whereas His-RIIa did not significantly pull down the mismatched AH_K (Fig. 10 A). Thus Dpy-30 that has a deep pocket from an additional α helix recognizes both AH_R and AH_D, whereas RSP7’s RIIa, as PKA’s RII, only binds RSP3’s AH_K (Gaillard et al., 2001). The pocket depth in D/D domains does not seem related to the specificity. Consistent with this, the less diverse AH partners of RI compared with RII that has a shallow AH-binding groove is attributed to the RI-unique disulfide bonds that restrict the flexibility of the additional α helix (Banky et al., 2003; Sarma et al., 2010). From the perspective of AHs, RSP3’s AH_K is analogous to a dual-specific AH_K that binds both RI and RII, whereas RSP3’s AH_D appears to be monospecific.

Discussion

A new RS model with dimeric RSP3 as a structural scaffold

The results from motility, biochemical, and morphological analyses consistently support the proposed model (Fig. 2 C). The two AH_Ks in a RSP3 dimer anchor the Dpy-30 domain present in RSP2 and RSP23. The nearby sequences in dimeric RSP3 and RSP2 further interact with each other and with the head components, leading to a Y-shaped spoke head, consistent with the Y-shaped images revealed by the recent cryomicroscopic studies (Pigino et al., 2011; Barber et al., 2012). As for RSP23, the Dpy-30 domain could tether the associated NDK to the RS complex for an unknown purpose. Based on the
As for the Dpy-30 protein, it may function primarily in the nucleus and trans-Golgi network (Xu et al., 2009). Thus AHs and D/D domains constitute a versatile system to anchor PKA and a wide spectrum of reactions in different cellular compartments.

The interactions of RSP3’s AH with RII in vitro but with RSP7 and RSP11 in vivo firmly establish the functional equivalence of RIIa domains. This equivalence is also true for the Dpy-30 domains—Dpy-30 in the histone methyltransferase complex recognizes AHD in the RS. Furthermore, AHR and AHD share a similar pattern and AHR even recognizes both RIIa and Dpy-30. These findings strongly suggest that the interaction of diverged D/D domains and AHs uses an identical principle. This highlights the importance of using physiological evidence to interpret the effector mechanism while accentuating the question about specificity in vivo. How are the various effector mechanisms anchored to specific locations in the RS and in the cytoplasm? A dual-specific AHR, albeit conceivable from the structural perspective, could potentially misplace the spoke subunits in the RS or target Dpy-30 to AKAPs. There is no evidence that such mistargeting has occurred and thus mechanisms must be in place to ensure correct localization.

One such cue could be differential affinities. In general, the affinity of the AHs for RI is lower than that for RII (Herberg et al., 2000; Sarma et al., 2010; Means et al., 2011) and those with a higher affinity may interact first. Conversely, the sequences flanking AHs and D/D domains may contribute to the specificity. The flanking sequences augment the recognition of RI and dual-specific AKAPs (Jarnaess et al., 2008) and may explain the coassembly of RSP2 and RSP3 (Patel-King et al., 2004), we speculate that the two RIIa-containing proteins are also located in the same RS. Alternatively, the two RIIa-containing proteins may localize, respectively, in spoke 1 and 2 in each 96-nm axonemal unit, or they might form heterodimers. Regardless of the precise arrangement, RSP11’s short flanking sequence and the tethered ARM repeat protein (RSP8) interact with the Coil 1 region in RSP3 directly or indirectly, constitutively enhancing the rigidity of the dimeric RSP3 core to prevent paralysis in the exhausted media as exhibited by RSP11 mutants (Yang and Yang, 2006). In contrast, EF-hands in RSP7 may allosterically modulate the stalk when calcium increases, which is analogous to the cAMP-induced allosteric regulation of PKA. The collective evidence strongly suggests that dimeric RSP3 is a bona fide core scaffold of the entire RS complex. The various effectors anchored through AH–D/D domain interactions facilitate the assembly of the RS and possibly modulate the scaffold itself in a calcium-dependent and -independent manner.

The single AH–D/D system for anchoring various effector mechanisms

Such an anchoring system is not restricted to the RS, flagella, or C. reinhardtii. RSP3 and its AHs are conserved, as are Dpy-30 domain–containing NDK and potential RSP2 orthologues that were found to be partners in the human interactome (Rual et al., 2005). Neither will RSP3 be the only AKAP that binds non-PKA RIIa clan members. AKAP3 and a non-PKA RIIa clan member were pulled down together from testis extract, and RIIa clan members are not just located in cilia and flagella (Newell et al., 2008). As for the Dpy-30 protein, it may function primarily in the nucleus and trans-Golgi network (Xu et al., 2009). Thus AHs and D/D domains constitute a versatile system to anchor PKA and a wide spectrum of reactions in different cellular compartments.

The interactions of RSP3’s AH with RII in vitro but with RSP7 and RSP11 in vivo firmly establish the functional equivalence of RIIa domains. This equivalence is also true for the Dpy-30 domains—Dpy-30 in the histone methyltransferase complex recognizes AHD in the RS. Furthermore, AHs and AHD share a similar pattern and AHD even recognizes both RIIa and Dpy-30. These findings strongly suggest that the interaction of diverged D/D domains and AHs uses an identical principle. This highlights the importance of using physiological evidence to interpret the effector mechanism while accentuating the question about specificity in vivo. How are the various effector mechanisms anchored to specific locations in the RS and in the cytoplasm? A dual-specific AH, albeit conceivable from the structural perspective, could potentially misplace the spoke subunits in the RS or target Dpy-30 to AKAPs. There is no evidence that such mistargeting has occurred and thus mechanisms must be in place to ensure correct localization. One such cue could be differential affinities. In general, the affinity of the AHs for RI is lower than that for RII (Herberg et al., 2000; Sarma et al., 2010; Means et al., 2011) and those with a higher affinity may interact first. Conversely, the sequences flanking AHs and D/D domains may contribute to the specificity. The flanking sequences augment the recognition of RI and dual-specific AKAPs (Jarnaess et al., 2008) and may explain...
Although AKAPs are known as signal transduction scaffolds, the function of AH-containing proteins may be as functionally diverged as the RIIa clan family members they anchor. RSP3 not only anchors effectors related to signal transduction but also serves as the structural scaffold that anchors molecules involved in assembly. Similar dual roles may be applicable to BIG1 and BIG2, two large paralogous molecules forming a heterodimeric scaffold in the trans-Golgi network. Aside from binding to molecular switches that regulate membrane trafficking, they contain one to three AHs for anchoring RIIa- or Dpy-30 domain–containing proteins (Li et al., 2003; Xia et al., 2010), some of which may play a structural role. In contrast, monomeric Ash2 that interacts with Dpy-30 and multiple molecules that lack signaling moieties in the Set1-like histone methyltransferases (Patel et al., 2009; Cho et al., 2007; Cao et al., 2010; Chen et al., 2011) could be primarily a structural scaffold. This versatile AH–D/D system highlights the need of a new term to complement “AKAPs,” which implies exclusively PKA anchoring and signal transduction scaffolds. We propose to use D/D domain–anchoring proteins to encompass what appears to be a much broader spectrum of molecules that anchor various RIIa clan members.

Materials and methods

Cell strains, culture conditions, and biochemistry

C. reinhardtii WT strain and paralyzed RSP3 mutant strain (gf14) were used in this study. Cells were cultured in Tris-acetate-phosphate (TAP) medium with aeration over a 14 h/10 h light–dark cycle. Axoneme biochemistry was conducted at 4°C as described previously (Yang et al., 2008) with minor modifications. After sedimentation of cells at 1,800 g for 8 min and dibucaine deflagellation, flagella were centrifuged down at 11,000 g and demembranated with 0.5% NP-40. For velocity sedimentation, RSs were extracted from the axoneme pellets with 0.6 M KI at 5 mg/ml and the extract was sedimented through a 5–25% sucrose gradient at 220,000 g for 14 h.
Construct design
Genomic DNA constructs. An Ncol fragment containing the RSP3 genomic sequence was released from a BAC clone and inserted into the same site in pGEMT Easy vector (Promega). The SacI site and its downstream sequence in the 3’ flanking region were eliminated by limited restriction digest followed by treatment with T4 DNA polymerase (New England Biolabs, Inc.) and ligation. PCR with modified primers was performed to add the sequence for 6 His codons flanked by an Xho site at one end and the endogenous stop codon at the other end, followed by an Xba site at the other end. Subsequently, the Xho site a PCR product containing 3HA–6His coding sequence was inserted. This fragment was amplified using the p3HA plasmid (Silflow et al., 2001) as a template. This final RSP3 genomic construct, pRSP3-HAHis, expressed a polypeptide with a 3 HA and 12 His tag. This construct was used to create all the mutant constructs with a PCR-based approach. 5 and AS in primer names denote sense and antisense directions. To create the Δ1 construct, deleting the Coil 1–coding sequence, the sequencing flanking Coil 1 (171–244 aa) were amplified from pRSP3-HAHis vector using the following primer pairs: XbaS (5’-CTCATCCTGATCCGGACTTTCC-3’) and XhoAS (5’-CTCATCCTGATCCGGACTTTCC-3’); and XhoS (5’-CTCGAACGCTCTCGATGTCGACACCCGTCG-3’) and XhoAS (5’-CTCGAACGCTCTCGATGTCGACACCCGTCG-3’). Underlined are built-in restriction site sequences. The PCR products XbaXho (1,005 bp) and XhoAS (370 bp) were ligated into the pRSP3-HAHis vector digested with Spe and Not enzymes. Xba and Spe digestion generates identical cohesive ends compatible for ligation but the ligated mutant construct lost the Spe site, distinct from the parental clones. This mutated construct was further modified by adding the paromomycin (PMK) resistance cassette from pS103 plasmid (Yang et al., 2010) into the AatII site in the vector to add the selection of transgenic strains. The final plasmid is designated as pA1PM. To create the Δ2 construct, sequences flanking Coil 2 coding region was amplified from pRSP3-HAHis with SpeS (5’-CCGCAAGCTCTACCTGTCATCCATCAAAAAC-3’) and NotAS (5’-AGCGGCCGCGCGATTGGCTGCCAGCGCCGCCG-3’). The second fragment, which extended from the HAHis tags to the 3’UTR, was generated using a sense primer with a built-in XhoI site a PCR product containing 3HA–6His coding sequence was released from a BAC clone and inserted into the same site in pGEM-PMM. To create the RSP3-175 construct, two fragments were amplified from the pRSP3-HAHis construct. The first fragment, which extended from the 5’UTR to the codon for aa 178, was generated, using a sense primer with a built-in EcoRI site (EcoRIS: 5’-GGAAATCCGGTCTGCTCCACGACCGTGTGGA-3’) and an antisense primer with a built-in Xba site (XbaAS3: 5’-GGCTGAGGACTCCCCGCTCC-3’). The second fragment, which extended from the HAHis tags to the 3’UTR, was generated using a sense primer with a built-in Xho site (XhoAS3: 5’-GGCTGAGGACTCCCCGCTCC-3’). To create the RSP3-244 construct, fragments were amplified using a subset of primers from the RSP3-175 construct, whereas the other primary and second antibodies were used at 1:5,000 in blocking buffer. Anti-RSP1, RSP2, and RSP3 were raised in rabbits against His-tagged HDpy-30 constructs were cotransformed into B21(ΔE3) cells. The recombinant proteins were induced using 1mM IPTG overnight at 16°C. After induction, the cell pellet from a 5-ml culture was resuspended in 750 μl lysis buffer and sonicated using a Branson digital Sonifier (Emerson Industrial Automation). The sonicated mixtures were centrifuged at 4°C, 12,000 rpm for 25 min. The supernatant was incubated with 100 μl Ni-NTA for 1 h at room temperature. The matrix was subsequently washed thrice and elution was performed as instructed by the manufacturer, followed by a final elution with the SDS-PAGE sample buffer or directly with combined elution buffer and SDS-PAGE sample buffer for complete elution. Western blot For SDS-PAGE, protein samples were mixed with 5x Laemmli sample buffer and boiled for 5 min. In general, samples from 10–20 μg axonemes or 10 μl of bacterial samples were loaded in each lane in acrylamide gels of different percentages varying from 7 to 14% based on the molecular mass of proteins to be examined. RSP7 that co-migrated with tubulins was resolved in 10% gels. After electrophoresis, proteins were transferred to nitrocellulose membranes and the blots were probed with the antibodies as indicated. Anti-RSP2 and RSP2 were raised in rabbits with Ni-NTA–purified recombinant polypeptides of C. reinhardtii RSP2,119 and RSP2,121. Rabbit anti-RSP3 was raised against His-tagged recombinant human RSP3. The other rabbit polyclonal antibodies for the axonemal proteins were described previously (Yang et al., 2006). In brief, anti-RSP1, -RSP4, and -RSP6 antibodies were raised against proteins purified from two-dimensional gels. Anti-RSP1 and RSP6 were raised against respective Hi-tagged fusion proteins. Anti-RSP8 was raised against conjugated RSP8’s C-terminal fragment. Anti-HA polyclonal antibody was purchased from Covance. Anti-GST monoclonal antibody was purchased from GenScript. Anti-RSP7 was raised in chicken against a purified 25 kDa His-tagged RSP7 C-terminal fragment. The anti-RSP7 IgY was used at 1:1,000 dilution, whereas the other primary and secondary antibodies were used at 1:5,000 dilutions in 5% dry milk in Tris-buffer-saline, pH 7.4. Electron microscopy Axonemes from WT, RSP3,175, and Δ1 strains were prepared by two methods: (1) a standard electron microscopy procedure with a 2.5% glutaraldehyde and cacodylate buffer primary fixative, osmium secondary fixative, dehydrated in ethanol, en bloc stained, and embedded in PolyBed resin; (2) primary fixation with 1% tannic acid, 1% glutaraldehyde in cacodylate buffer (modification of Mitchell and Sale, 1999), osmium secondary fixative, dehydrated in ethanol, en bloc stained, and embedded in PolyBed resin. Gold-silver staining was done by biological water fixation and uranyl acetate and examined at a magnification of 80,000 with an electron microscope (T109; Carl Zeiss) with Gatan Digital Micrograph software operating at 80 kV. Focused axoneme cross sections (~50 from each type of flagella and from each fixation) were analyzed further. The lengths of RSs were measured and plotted into a distribution histogram. The number of axonemes with 10 RSs was divided by the number of total axonemes examined to generate the percentage of axonemes.
with a deviated CP. For axonemes in which the deviation was substantial enough to be measured, the maximum difference in the distance from the middle of the CP to the inner edge of the opposing outer doublets was determined as the deviated distance. This length divided by the mean radius was computed as percentage deviation.

Sequence analysis
All analyses were conducted using web-based programs. Protein secondary structure was analyzed using the HNN predict program in NPS@ (Network Protein Sequence Analysis). The COILS program was used to assess the propensity of coil formation. Amphipathic helices were plotted using the Helical wheel program.
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